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Oh My God screams from Pope Francis! $777 Trillion in a
Swiss Bank! Oh my God... Oh My God screams from Pope
Francis! $777 Trillion in a Swiss Bank! Oh my God... Oh My
God screams from Pope Francis! $777 Trillion in a Swiss
Bank! Oh my God.
1-27-2016 "Gregarious $$$ Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD
Business Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious $$$ Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD
Business Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Black Ice" is a "Black Soul" reflection of the minds
and intellects din of the thoughts of Black 1984 II guys in
NYC Today. Many are at the New York Times screaming Oh My
God $777 Trillion in Iran Oil Money in a Swiss Bank!
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran Gets Down to Oil Business" By
THE NEW YORK TIMES President Hassan Rouhani is visiting
Europe, meeting Pope Francis, inking "Oil Holocaust II + III"
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business deals at the Same Swiss Banks Hitler used. "Saint
Jude Auschwitz!" is not in the CBS "Wounded Warriors"
money raising commercials as the same guys at CBS who
complained about the 5 Star Air Force Hotel Orgy in
Colorado censor "Saint Jude Auschwitz!" from fund raiser
ads on CBS that get $300 million a month at just $19 a
month you can support a Wounded Warrior $$$. Pope
Francis and Hassan Rouhani of Iran Discuss $777 Trillion
in Cash, Profound amount of money... By ELISABETTA
POVOLEDO Stressed the importance of just having this
amount of money in a Swiss Bank! Oh My God screams from
Pope Francis! $777 Trillion in a Swiss Bank! Oh my God.
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Holocaust Victims Honored 71 Years After
Auschwitz Liberated" New York Times - WARSAW, Poland Dozens of elderly Holocaust survivors lit candles at
Auschwitz on Wednesday, exactly 71 years after the Soviet
army liberated the death camp that has become the most
powerful symbol of the human suffering inflicted by Nazi
Germany. "Saint Jude Auschwitz!" Putin + Berlin George
Orwell guys know about the poison gas exhaust on Duval Key
West sending kids to "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Saint Jude Auschwitz!" 71 years after the last gas
stations are closed...
1-27-2016 "Saint Jude Auschwitz!" 71 years after the last gas
stations are closed...
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Apple not "Iran Oil" For the quarter that ended Dec. 26,
Apple said it sold 74.8 million iPhones. In total, revenue was
$75.9 billion. Net profit was $18.4 billion. “Doomsday Clock”
is the Apple iWatch with 3 minutes to hear Jewish Aliens.
Pakistan Muslims built 120 H Bombs in the quarter that
ended Dec. 25. Heaven is 72 virgins!! Tim Cook hates
women... so what is Heaven? No Soul-Mate for the next 4
trillion years for these Cooks at Apple + Pakistan!
1-27-2016 By NICHOLAS CASEY and PATRICIA TORRES
Venezuela’s newly empowered opposition wants to give away
the deeds to hundreds of thousands of government-built
homes — to win the loyalties of the poor. By NICHOLAS CASEY
and PATRICIA Torres 1984 III MD Wives Coup D'Etat newly
empowered opposition wants to Cure Brain + Breast Cancers
Overnight to hundreds of thousands of millions who's home
is their body without the fear of government-built cancers
like poison gas exhaust on Duval Key West — to win the
loyalties of those willing to work 24/7 on 1,001 IP in a
polygamous Marriage. 1984 II guys May Hate Hugo Chávez,
but They didn't like His failed cancer treatment. By
NICHOLAS CASEY and PATRICIA TORRES
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 By AATISH TASEER The R.S.S., a Hindu nationalist
organization, is making a play for control of Indian
intellectual life. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year and 777
times faster than the speed of light is NOT for India!! A
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Hindu was given the "Medal of Honor" for making the
assembly line that gave India 120 H Bombs in 2016. No
Hindu will ever make a Hospital Assembly line for 120
million sick people to line up for!
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 In China, Most hospitals require patients to take
tickets to determine the order in which they are seen for
nonemergency treatment. Often the tickets are sold for a fee,
large numbers of people from outlying areas who seek
treatment in major Chinese cities, either because their local
hospitals lack services or they do not trust the quality of care.
In the USA, most 1984 II Dictators like Biden no longer trust
the quality of care at Walter Reed Hospital, grin. China's
masses are in the same MD line as VIP Biden, Beau.
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 By AATISH TASEER The "Wounded Warrior Ads" on
CBS Nightly News from a nationalist organization, is
making a play for control USA intellectual life and raised
$300 million for a Air Force Hotel in Colorado 5 Star
conference. Not to cure but to party with Russian Vodka, and
of course Coors was at the Orgy. 60% spent on Wounded
Warriors goes for luxury's not treatments.
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1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Taliban Sabotage Cuts Major GE Electric High
Power Lines the Source for Electricity in the Afghanistan
Capital" By DAVID JOLLY The destruction of an electrical
tower exposed a vulnerability in the nation’s infrastructure
at a time when rebels have government forces thinly
stretched.
1-27-2016 GE sabotaged the iPod size GE Electric Generators
fueled by H @ -252 C. YES they could be coming off the
assembly line today. 100K in New York State are without
electricity today from the Blizzard of 2016. GE Executives are
mass murderers of kids at Saint Jude they could care less
about thouse with no electricity today in New York State.
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Black Ice" is a "Black Soul" reflection of the minds
and intellects din of the thoughts of Black 1984 II guys in
NYC Today. Many are at the New York Times screaming Oh My
God $777 Trillion in Iran Oil Money in a Swiss Bank!
1-27-2016 "Black Ice" blocks the curbs in Manhattan! New
York Times Op-Ed Contributor "Slush Puddles, the Scourge of
5

New York Walkers" When snow falls, the streets get prompt
attention, except where pedestrians cross. In the “most
walkable large city in America,” why is that so? By TOM
VANDERBILT Slush Puddles, the Scourge of New York Walkers.
The NYC invention projects IP attitude toward pedestrians
seems to be: Let them eat slush. This will only get worse in the
coming days as snow melts and refreezes. 1984 II Dictators
in NYC have NO IP invention projects written up for slush at
intersections! Why. I of course would say because they have
Brain Syphilis, grin. But they really don't care to invent
anything let alone 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in 2016. Really.
Just read their "Orwellian" stories in the NY Times. Crossing
the street — even with the walk signal — is one of the most
statistically hazardous things a New Yorker can do. Asking
people to run an icy gantlet. A curb cut is of little use when
covered by a barricade of snow. Army of inmates at Rikers
Jail are in their cell not shoveling icy curbs in Manhattan...
I told you the 1984 II Dictators don't invent + don't care.
Rikers inmates could have worked all night. 1984 II
Dictators attitude toward pedestrians seems to be: Let them
eat slush. This will only get worse in the coming days as snow
melts and refreezes. No the Dictators will not order Rikers
inmates to be on the streets of Manhattan at Midnight
tonight. Hell No. Black ice is a Black Soul reflection of the
minds and intellects din of the thoughts of Black 1984 II
guys in NYC Today. Doing nothing at 10 am now to get Black
inmates from Rikers on the streets by Midnight. As I
struggled to cross the street with my daughter, I dreamed of
heated crosswalks (like the radiant sidewalks luxury
apartments now boast) powered by surplus Con Edison steam.
In the wake of the storm, the city began hiring temporary
“snow laborers” to shovel out hydrants, crosswalks and other
spaces. This itself smacks of haphazard catch-up. suburb of
Shaker Heights has sidewalk-specific Bombardier snow
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removal machines. New York City, the country’s capital of
pedestrianism, can do better... Black ice is the black soul of
our 1984 II Dictators in NYC and I would think Key West,
thank God there is no snow and real Black Ice on Duval Key
West. I would really be in Hell writing this. About New York
"What Happened to a Journalist Who Covered the Kochs" By
JIM DWYER Jane Mayer, a New Yorker writer and author of
the new book “Dark Money,” says she was falsely accused of
plagiarism and investigated by the firm of Howard Safir, exNew York police commissioner. Black ice is the black soul of
our 1984 II Dictators in NYC and I would think Key West,
thank God there is no snow and real Black Ice on Duval Key
West. Write about them on Facebook... melt the black ice!
Into H @ -252 to fuel GE Electric Generators the size of an
iPod. If you don't GE will build trillions of High Power
Transmission Lines in 2016 that will be blown up over and
over again by Saudi Kids with to much money and time on
their hands.
1-27-2016
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 What the 1984 II Washington Post journalists
didn't write is the 1980 ElectricWindmill School bus had
state of the arts laser guidance and no kids have been run
over since 1980. 'Talking about a legend': Indiana school
principal dies saving children in path of bus - Washington
Post - When the school bus lurched forward, Susan Jordan
followed her instincts. They were the same instincts that had
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guided her for 22 years as the principal of Indianapolis's
Amy Beverland Elementary. What the 1984 II Washington
Post journalists didn't write is the 1980 ElectricWindmill
School bus had state of the arts laser guidance and no kids
have been run over since 1980. NY Times journalist would
not add anything about the laser guidance on 2016
MacBook Air Ride School Bus either. Gasoline exhaust from
school bus goes to the kids DNA the journalists at the NY
Times and Washington post should have written this up
about school busses today.
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"
1-27-2016 "Gregarious Iran; "Oil + DNA" is the MD Business
Meetings at "Saint Jude Auschwitz!"

1-27-2016 A million dollar super computer simulation via
Los Alamos would have convinced Steve Jobs to have surgery
that afternoon.

1-27-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb
1-27-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint
Jude Auschwitz Hospitals
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1-27-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint
Jude Auschwitz Hospitals
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Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb

inventor8484@gmail.com
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a
shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and
then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima
Centauri... Click HERE!
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
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index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.
html

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept
27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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1-27-2016 777 Trillion Chemicals in "Lunch Meats" on your
New Wifi GE Fridge Door...

1-27-2016 Women MD's Put Vagina Discharge Pictures on
Front Page NY Times - in reply to "Using iPhones to Connect
Children to Health Care" By Perri Klass, M.D.
1-27-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
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1-26-2016 A million dollar super computer simulation via
Los Alamos would have convinced Steve Jobs to have surgery
that afternoon. Today there are Clinic's on every corner next
to Starbucks! No Ultra Apple-Starbucks yet built in Key West.
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year,
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year,
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year, Obama Bans Solitary Confinement of
Juveniles in Federal Prisons section A - page 18 By MICHAEL
D. SHEAR New York Times - Obama has kept 5 Billion people
in A Solitary Universe all his life. Racist to Jewish Aliens at
each of the Nearest 52 Stars. After Greg + Wives in Key West
who are in a Federal 1984 Solitary Confinement from
working on 1,001 Nobel's "Make Contact" with Jewish Aliens
and 1984 II Top Quarks Obama will be sent to a Federal
Prison and kept from knowing all about the Jewish Aliens he
kept segregated from Humans.
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year, THE FRONT PAGE New York Times Today;
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Cheap Oil + Climate!! ---->>>> 1984 II Guy's with Brain
Syphilis. ---->>>> 1984 ---- They will not work on a Brain +
Breast Cancer Rx Overnight Cure until there are No Gas
Stations on Earth. By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and DIANE
CARDWELL Henry Ford invented the assembly line for cars.
Greg + Wives in Key West will invent the assembly lines for MD
Diagnosis in Hospitals with a little help from Los Alamos $
Trillions of dollars worth of IBM Super Computers. A million
dollar super computer simulation would have convinced
Steve Jobs to have surgery that afternoon. Today there are
Clinic's on every corner next to Starbucks! After all the gas
stations on Earth are closed they too will be closed for the Los
Alamos Diagnosis Assembly lines will be up and running at
Yale Key West Medical School linked to a $ Trillion dollars
worth of IBM super computers. Brain + Breast cancers will be
Rx Cured overnight. Biden will be in Hell, until he greets
Beau in the real Hell he let Obama create on Earth!
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year. Steady improvements in the fuel economy of
new vehicles have stalled recently as consumers, buoyed by
low gas prices, snap up lower-mileage trucks and sport utility
vehicles. Climate Deal’s First Big Hurdle: The Draw of Cheap
Oil By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and DIANE CARDWELL For the
accord to work, governments must resist ever more
affordable fossil fuels in favor of policies that encourage
and, in many cases, require the use of renewable energy
sources.
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1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 2 People From New York Are Found Dead in Cars
After Storm By ASHLEY SOUTHALL 100 kids died left in hot
cars + another 100 kids will be left in hot cars to die in the
summer of 2016... can the Fed's arrest Obama for these
murders via suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort,
always a comfortable 68 F. End to Hot Cars will come with
the End to Gas Stations on Earth + Jewish Aliens at the White
House.
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible light cameras... these cameras
pictured in the NY times on the Space Station are big as the
Hubble Space Telescope... LONDON — The two cameras sit on
the Russian part of the International Space Station. They
are named Theia and Iris. And they are available to hire
out for “space-based video surveillance.” The space station is
generally viewed as a benign, multinational floating
science lab. A Canadian astronaut memorably recorded
David Bowie’s “Space Oddity” from there. More recently, the
American astronaut Scott Kelly has been helping grow
zinnias during his yearlong stay, and he conducted an
amusing interview with Stephen Colbert this month. But
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there is more to the station than spacemen strumming
guitars and picking flowers. Cameras could map poison
exhaust gas molecules... lightning strikes but NOAA is not
working on the IP to keep all lightning strikes cloud to
cloud.
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm in Hospitals" By David Bornstein Each
year, in the United States, millions of patients are harmed
while receiving care in hospitals. They get infections,
experience adverse reactions to drugs, develop dangerous
bed sores, or come down with pneumonia from the very
ventilators meant to help them breathe. The estimates of the
number of people who die each year as a result of hospital
errors have ranged from as many as 98,000 in a landmark
Institute of Medicine report from 1999 to as many as 440,000
in a 2013 study.
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... Henry Ford
invented the assembly line for cars. Greg + Wives in Key West
will invent the assembly lines for MD Diagnosis in Hospitals
with a little help from Los Alamos $ Trillions of dollars worth
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of IBM Super Computers. A million dollar super computer
simulation would have convinced Steve Jobs to have surgery
that afternoon. Today there are Clinic's on every corner next
to Starbucks! After all the gas stations on Earth they will be
closed for the Diagnosis Assembly lines will be up and
running at Yale Key West Medical School linked to a $
Trillion dollars worth of IBM super computers.

1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis + assembly line
errors caught by QC. MD's and Nurse practitioners rejected
them or adopted them halfheartedly. The devotion to
protocol that pilots see as integral to their professionalism is
derided by some doctors as ‘cookbook medicine.’ Let Steve
Jobs wait months before he has surgery is told to Steve Jobs
today while 100's of 1984 II Observers watch the Hospital,
they see no reason reasoning to STOP the killing of Steve Jobs
if he wants to wait until Sept. 2016 for surgery. Super
computer surgery will be accepted if the Surgeon knows it
comes from the same super computers that made 50K nukes
with none being duds, grin. President Obama appointed of
Black MD's who play loud rap music with F and M..F lyrics
kills many patients and staff today. Inventions to vaccinate
all... small details can make a huge difference. One of the
easiest ways to reduce ventilator-associated pneumonia, a
major cause of death, is to put a piece of tape on the wall as
a reminder to raise a patient’s bed to the correct angle... was
the patient vaccinated against pneumonia? By David
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Bornstein NY Times didn't say, write. Invention solutions are
imposed they are apt to be rejected. Rejected by Obama and
our 1984 II Top Quarks. "Saint Jude Auschwitz!" By David
Bornstein NY Times! I would really love to make David write
the article titled... "Saint Jude Auschwitz!" By David
Bornstein for the NY Times front page!
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible horizon of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm By RICK GLADSTONE Amnesty
International said Iran had executed 73 juvenile offenders
since 2005, despite pledging in 1994 to end the death
penalty for those under 18. Rick at the Times + AI at HQ
know Obama let 100 kids die in hot cars! This really is a
1984 II George Orwell Society in which Rick at the Times + AI
guys at HQ write but don't write 100 kids were left in hot cars
to die in the USA.

1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm..."
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm..."
By JULIA PRESTON The suits claim Disney and two consulting
companies broke the law by using temporary visas to bring
in foreign workers, knowing Americans would be displaced.
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"Reducing Preventable Harm in Hospitals" By David
Bornstein. David knows foreign workers in the USA Hospitals
kill and harm 100's today... our 1984 II Dictators know this
too!
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm..."
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm..."
1-26-2016 Yale Daily News from the Students ended with
Cheating at Yale. The punch line is the last world for our
1984 II Era. "Burn" as those in Burn Units from fiery car
crash yesterday didn't make the front page of the NY Times.
THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1976 The Yale College Executive
Committee decided against penalizing four students
charged with cheating on the final examination in
“Literature and Popular Culture” taught by associate
professor David Thorburn. Exxon is a Front Page Story at
Yale Daily Today, too. I didn't read it.
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm..."
1-26-2016 Beyond visible MD Diagnosis... "Reducing
Preventable Harm..."

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, we think the universe just
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keeps going in the same way - forever... 777 trillion Galaxies
are all expanding into empty space Today! Our 1984 II Top
Brass aren't expanding but for "Oil Wars". Spending their
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues on junks!
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 "Despite Decades of Stealth, Sticking Points Bedevil
F-35 Jet" Retro Report By CLYDE HABERMAN NY Times. Clyde
writes; Israelite David to kill the Philistine giant Goliath. F35 killed NASA "Super Shuttle Fleet" why and how the F-35
would, could, and did kill everyone at NASA is a Top Secret!
2,400 planes planned by the late 2030s — projected total costs
will exceed $100 trillion. One billion dollars will be needed
just to pay for the highly advanced pilot helmets, running to
$400,000 apiece. NY Times opens a video of the F-35 not the
Super Shuttle for NASA. NY Times will open the video of a
NASA Super Shuttle Fleet after the Coup! Thousands of F-35
Junks will be recycled along with the USS Jimmy Carter Sub +
the JFK Super Carrier to build NASA a "train" to Key West.
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
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1-25-2016 Visible Quarks! Kids come home from school,
parents from work … and they spread it to each other, back &
forth, a repeated pattern. Unless … you create a “safe
room...” 55 Story NY Times Skyscraper's that killed everyone
with the "Flu Virus." Junked was the 155 Story Titanium Eiffel
Tower Yale NYC Medical School. Freedom Tower was built of
Junk from BP Oil Wells on land and under the Oceans!
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Visible 1984 II Top Brass contrast Obama who
Failed Yale Medical School yet was passed by Bush + Kennedy
bullies hitting the President of Yale Medical School for all
the wrong reasons. Cuba with more MD's than any Nation on
Earth contrasts Clinton's pragmatism with Sanders'
idealism" in the Washington Post Today. Journalists who
come to work sick at the Post don't have a "Safe Room" to
work. Prison Hospitals in Cuba don't make headlines in a
snow storm of million sick today. 100 million iPhones every
morning keep track on how many are requesting to be put
on "Sick Call". Though there are no USA MD to respond today.
MD's diagnosis and treatment with pragmatism, idealism"
when Henry Ford invented the assembly line for cars not
Urgent Care Clinics + Hospitals Today. Urgent Care Clinics
will be on every corner next to Starbucks in the closed gas
station buildings.
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
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1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way itself
will collide with the much bigger Andromeda Galaxy,
forming a giant new elliptical galaxy
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... new
video released by the ISIS terror group late Sunday shows
nine of the extremists who carried out the Nov. 13 attacks in
Paris beheading and shooting captives, as well as training
with weapons while plotting the carnage that left 130 dead...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... We've
measured the universe. Andromeda galaxy M31, the largest
galaxy in our local group which includes about 45 galaxies.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
Andromeda is a spiral galaxy spanning some 260,000 lightyears and containing over a trillion stars. It's located 2.5
million light-years away, making it the nearest big galaxy
to the Milky Way.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... to be
flat (as opposed to curved like Earth or saddle-shaped), but
our horizon exists because of the finite speed of light.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
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Beyond that visible horizon, we think the universe just keeps
going in the same way - forever.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... We
have no reason to believe there is an edge. But we also have
no way of measuring this infinity because we physically
cannot see it.

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...

1-25-2016 State Department Travel iapps for Kerry not you!
No one at the State Department who writes these Travel
Warnings thought of using a iPhone GPS and local State
Dept Office to save the lives of these 150 killed in Mexico, let
alone the rest of the world. From the cook who has hepatitis
to the housekeeper's who wash your wine glasses in the
bathroom sick. How were these 150 murdered in Mexico is
like what was the cause of the last 150 car wrecks in Key West.
Not part of the governments thoughts, inventions!

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
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1-25-2016 VIENTIANE, Laos - Secretary of State John F. Kerry
said Monday that the United States is considering
increasing financial aid to help Laos clear the countryside
of unexploded ordnance left over from the Vietnam War
more than four decades ago.
1-25-2016 VIENTIANE, Laos - Secretary of State John F. Kerry's
Laser Guidance on the F-35 and Laser Guidance in General
as state of the arts lasers can scan a forest for green trees
and brown trees that are dead in a matter of minutes.
Decades after McCain bombed Laos the bombs still go off...
killing. Same on the highways in the USA today because
McCain + Kerry bombed laser guidance on the 1980 decades
old ElectricWindmillFord Escorts. 1,001 iapps for Laser
Guidance has been bombed by those working on the F-35...
McCain is probably a mastermind of building this plane. JFK
Carrier under construction today too. Kerry is considering
increasing financial aid to Greg + Wives in Key West. After he
realized he + McCain killed everyone at NASA for the last few
decades. NASA Space Station is growing a flower when it
should have docked with a state of the arts laser to detect
McCains bombs in Laos! Junk invention is the F-35. Lobotomy
Rx Cure for McCain will come after the Laos Bombs are
cured!

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
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1-25-2016 By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE New York Times Today...
Approaching addiction as a disease, the Gloucester Police
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Department became the unusual law enforcement agency
offering heroin users an alternative to prison. "Hospital
Prison" in Cuba approaching STD's, HIV's, Hepatitis, MS Virus
as a diseases given to infants at Taco Bell by the infected
"Cooks" and Tim Cooks at all the "Apple's" on Fortune 500 list.
Cuba can be the world's "Hospital Prison" for all its sex
addicts! To be discharged from the Cuban Hospital Prison
men must not touch themselves for a week or two... grin.
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